Addendum Number Two

Integrated Security System Management  
The University of Alabama  
Tuscaloosa, Alabama

UA Project Number: SC-21-001  
Bid Time & Date: Tuesday, April 20, 2021 at 2:00 pm local time, 405 Cahaba Circle, Tuscaloosa, AL 35404

Date: April 13, 2021

This addendum forms a part of the Contract Documents and modifies the original Bidding Documents dated March 29, 2021. Acknowledge receipt by inserting its number on the Bid Proposal Form. Failure to do so may subject Bidder to disqualification.

This Addendum to the Bid Documents includes the following:

1. Extended Date and Time for questions:

   9.3
   • Bidders having attended the pre-bid conference are encouraged to submit written questions after the Conference by 4/15/21 at 5:00. The University will prepare written responses to all written questions submitted and make them available to all Bidders via an addendum. The questions and answers will be made part of the solicitation and may become part of the contract with the successful bidder.

2. Answer to Questions:

   Question #1: 5.2 All prices shall be quoted furnish and install (if applicable) FOB The University of Alabama, Tuscaloosa, AL 35487 prepay and allowed. Unit prices quoted must include any and all shipping and handling charges. Any freight claims will be the responsibility of the Bidder. The successful Bidder must transport at the time of set-up, the equipment and supplies necessary.

   Is this a requirement to include labor in the unit pricing sheet for each item? Installation is not included in the unit prices.

   Question #2: The reference project that we are supposed to quote calls for Lenel controllers at a quantity that would support (60) card readers. However, there are no card readers listed. There are several integrated weigand locks and electrified locks lists but the quantity is nowhere near (60) total openings. For the purpose of bidding, how many access controlled doors should we assume need to be cabled and installed? Thirty-one doors will need to have full card access cabling. UA will provide 23 Transact readers for the doors that are not Harmony or POE locks. Twenty-seven doors will be monitored only doors using the GRI 195-12WG door contacts. A total of 58 doors will be wired to the panels. (31 full access doors and 27 monitored)